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AbstractAbstract
Topological phases have been explored in various fields in physics such as semiconductor
physics, correlated electron systems, liquid helium-3, cold-atomic systems, and photonics.
This leads to the recent foundation of emerging materials such as topological band insulators,
topological superconductors/superfluid and topological photonic crystals. In this talk, I will talkp g p p p g p y
about two topological states of matters in magnets; one is topological spin waves in classical
magnets and the other is multiple-polar states in quantum magnets. In the first part, I propose
magnetostatic spin-wave analog of integer quantum Hall state, in which spin wave
propagation with long-wave length (micrometer scale) is driven by magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction. Like in relativistic spin-orbit interaction, the dipolar interaction plays role of thep p p y
spin-orbital locking, so that two-dimensional ferromagnetic thin films with periodic structuring
can host spin-wave bands with non-zero Chern integers, which result in topological edge
modes for spin-wave propagations. In the 2nd part of the talk, I will argue that a certain
multiple-polar states in quantum magnets can be described as a Z2 topological order phase,
hosting a similar low-energy effective gauge theory as Z2 quantum spin liquid. A variationalg gy g g y q p q
ansatz derived from a ``Z2 multiple-polar state’’ proposed in a quantum spin model can
explain several unusual features found in preceding exact diagonalization studies on the
same quantum spin model.
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